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ABSTRACT

Deuteron stripping nuclear reactions are reconsidered as a three-body

problem. The Coulomb effects between the proton and the target nucleus are

investigated. The mathematical formalism introduces three-body integral equations

which can be exactly calculated for such simple models. These coupled integral

equations suitably include the Coulomb effects due to repulsive or attractive

Coulomb potential. Numerical calculations of the differential cross-sections

of the reactions Si(d, p)29Si and °Ca[d, p) ^ a are carried out showing

the importance of the Coulomb effects. The angular distributions of these

reactions are theoretically calculated and fitted to the experimental data.

From this fitting, reasonable spectroscopic factors are obtained. Inclusion of

Coulomb force in the three-body model are found to improve the results by a

percentage of about 6.&26%.
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Recently, nuclear reations .have been investigated theoretically

following different formalisms based on three-tody problem approaches '* '"''.

These studies result in the form of three-body integral equations. In developing

these three-body integral equations, the short-range nuclear interactions are

used, while the long-range Coulomb potentials are ignored. In cases of bound

three particles, the approximation of considering only the short-range nuclear

interactions is valid and reasonable results are obtained . But in the cases

of nuclear reactions two charged particles separate asymptotically. In these

latter cases, (the nuclear reaction processes), the Coulomb potentials work.

Thus, in nuclear reactions, the long-range Coulomb potentials must be included

as well as the short-range nuclear interactions.

Different approaches have been presented in formulating the three-

body integral equations in the presence of the Coulomb forces. One of these

approaches, is that suggested by Schulman by approximating the Coulomb Green's

functions in momentum space. Introducing this approximation for the Coulomb

forces in the three-body system, Osman introduced modified Faddeev equations

which are applied for different three-body problems . The second approach

introduced by Noble and Bencze by using the Coulomb potentials only in the

free Green's functions in the three-body integral equations by which they

obtained well-defined equations. In order to make these equations suitable

A \ P. 1
for calculations, some approximations suggested by Adya and Sawicki must be

n)
used. The third approach was that introduced by Veselova by investigating

the Faddeev equations for screened Coulomb potentials making use of the

o)
Gorshkov's renormalization technique . Veselova developed three-body integral

equations for* reactions of three particles with a kernel vell-behavlng in the

limit of two-body transition operators. For this, Veselova restricted her

approach to three-particle energy of negative values which are below the
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"breakup tteeshold add thus excluding breakup reactions. Another fourth

Is introduced "by Alt, SandhaS and Zlegelmann tn vhidh they deacr±*«d the

three particles scattering problem by including the long-range Coulomb force

together with any afrfcitrary short-range potentials in the AOS quaslparticle

formulation12^ of the three-body problem. Alt et al tn this approach have

given Coulomb-modified integral equations which are exact for any general short-

range interactions and suitable for negative as veil aa positive tBr««-p»rtiele

energies. This formalism of Alt et al has been considered by van Buringen

for the simple model of proton-deuteron scattering.

To include the Coulomb forces in the three-body ayatern, the tiro-tody

Coulomb T matrix off-the-energy-ahell have to tie veil defined In considering

the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. For three-body systems, i t is easier to introduce

the studies of the T matrix in momentum representation. Besides tha t ,

Merkuriev et a l introduced formulae for the three-body integral equations

in coordinate representation. For the three-particle systems, Alt et al

derived effective two-particle integral equations for the T matrix amplitudes

valid for general separable and local potentials. In ease of three charged
12)par t ic les , the Alt et al formalism i s exact but very difficult to be cal-

lU)culated . Therefore Coulomb-modified form factors with overlap integrals

are needed in which the partial-wave projection of the Coulomb T matrix is of

great importance. Then, both of the Coulomb T matrix and i t s partial-wave

projection are approximated "by their f i r s t Born term.

In the present work, we are interested in studying the direct nuclear

reactions with nucleon transfer as a three-body problem. We consider that two

particles only of the three-particle system are charged. In th is way, the

Coulomb force acts in one subsystem only. One of the most interesting tools

in studying the s tat ic properties of nuclei, is the direct stripping nuclear

reactions. We consider in the present work, the deuteron stripping nuclear

reactions. In th is type of nuclear reactions, we are considering a simple
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nucleus). This three-tody system la simply including the Coulomb force In only

one subsystem, since the Coulomb force acts only between the proton and the

target nucleus. Following the Alt et al formalism, the three-body Integral

equations are developed, by including the Coulomb force. The Coulomb T matrix

is deduced. The nuclear reactions SiCd, p)29Si and Ca{d, pl^Ca are

considered at incident deuteron energies l8.0 MeV and 7.0 HeV, respectively.

The angular distributions of these stripping reactions as well as for deuteron

elastic scattering are calculated. The theoretical and numerical calculations

are compared with the experimental measurements. From the fitting, the spectro-

scopie factors for the deuteron stripping reactions are extracted.

In section II, the three-body integral equations as well as the Coulomb

T matrix are introduced. In section II, we present the numerical calculations

and results. Discussion and conclusions are given in section IV.

II. THREE-BODY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AHD COULOMB T MATRIX

In the present work, ve are interested In studying the rearrangement

collision process between three particles as a three-body problem. Tvo particles

are taken as charged particles, while the third particle vill "be taken as neutral

particle. This present study enables us to study the deuteron stripping nuclear

reactions. Let us nov consider that the particles 1 and 2 are the two charged

particles and denoting them generally by I and j, while the third particle

3 referred to by k is the neutral particle. Thus, the Coulomb force exists

only in the subsystem 3 (denoting the Coulomb Interaction between particles 1

and 2). We follow here, the formalism of Alt, Grassberger and Sandhas of

the quasipartiele approach. Thus the three-body equations for elastic and

rearrangement scattering are given by the amplitudes
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T.. ik kj

where G is the effective free Green's function given by

<<L I G
J «

z S"
. - E..

(2)

If the masses of the three particles are m , m and m~ and their momenta are

It,, fc_ and It-, thus the notations u, and p. are used as the reduces mass

and relative momentum of particles j and k, respectively. While M. and

q. are the reduced mass and corresponding relative momentum between particle

1 and the subsystem of particles (j + k). Thus

wi.
J

(3)

"1 . T " ^ .

J k

C5)

(6)

Ej is the two-particle binding energy of the pair (j + k ) .

In the present work, we use separable nuclear potentials and non-

separable Coulomb potentials which act only in one subsystem. Thus, the
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effective potential -if. has a form which con be represented as

(7)

In equation C7), G (,Z) is the three-particle free Green's function

- I
C8)

D Cz) is defined for tlie subsystem tj + k) ana Ck + i ) as

for i = 1 and 2. For the subsystem Ci + j);

(9)

(V = do)

where G,,{z) is the full Green's function for a screened Coulomb potential,

and i s given as
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Here V ts the screened Coulomb, potential represented in a foiw «,»

>r/rc)

(12)

and depends on the screening radius r . Also > are the form factors.

T c 1 B the screened Coulomb amplitude and satisfies the Lippmann-Schvinger

equation making use of equations Cll) and Cl2).

The effective potential if can be decomposed in two parts as

+ T/". <13>

vhere V . , i s the long-range part describing the pure screened Coulomb
lj

scattering of the charged particle i from the centre of mass of particles J

and k. ,.
is the shorter-range contribution. Then

- x.

and

r . C l . > %. ; l ) -- L3>.

(15)
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The function B and the factor P are given and represented as

. ( t . , 1 . ; 2.) = U^ V^——i Hli h i!!ii (16)

and

i M ;
(17)

Then, the effective transition operator T can be deccmposed as

T.. (18)

In this decomposition, the operator T is defined by the Lippmann-

Schvinger equation

(19)

The second quantity on the right hand side of equation (18) is expressed as

(20)
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T.S.,
III. HUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AMD RESULTS

(.3 <-
(21)

with equation (21) stands as the definition of the amplltdue T (z). Then

from equations (l9) and (21) and making use of equation (l1*), we have in

momentum apace an expression as

. A. ,

J L •£-£.-£.
v 1M;

(22)

Tor physical three-particle energies in which the momentum q. is equal to its

oo-ahell value, equation (22) is the momentum representation of the Lippmann-

Bchvinger equation of two-particle energy Z • Z - E., Thus T_ (q,, q! : Z)

ii tte screened Coulomb amplitude for two particles, one of them has mass m

nod the other has the mass Cm + ni ). Also, the second amplitude T*

represented by equation (20), Is the Coulomt-aodified strong amplitude. This

last amplitude can he calculated using a partial vave expansion. The expressions

of the tvo amplitudes, the screened Coulomb amplitude and the Couloitfb-aodified

strong amplitude, enable us to calculate the Coulomb corrections in the three-

body problem. These amplitudes can be applied to study the elastic and re-

arrangement scattering processes in nuclear reactions for one neutral and two

charged particles as a three-tody problem.

In the preceding section, three-body integral equations and the T

matrix for three-body system vith one neutral particle and two charged particles

are given by Including the Coulctalo force in one system. These equations can be

applied for the case of deuteron stripping nuclear reactions. In these equations

the short-range nuclear forces are considered as rank-one separable interactions.

For deuteron stripping reactions, ve have a deuteron bound state between the

neutron and the proton In the Initial channel, while In the final channel we

have a residual nucleus, R, which is a bound state of the captured neutron

and the target nucleus, T. For the short-range nuclear interactions we use here

simple rank-one two-body separable interactions of the Yaraaguchi form as

I
l/. C % ) , I I (23)

and

t c *

where X and K> are the renormalized coupling constants. The different

parameters in the Yamaguchi two-body nuclear interaction expressed by equation

(23), for the deuteron bound-state, are determined t>y varying the parameters

X and 6. independently to f i t the deuteron binding energy E. taken as

2.225 MeV. The relation between these parameters Is given as

(25)

The numerical values of the other tvo parameters A and fL appeared in

equation (2k) can be obtained by similar expressions to that of equation (25),
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for the different reactions considered. The Coulomb force exists only

the proton and the target nucleus and thus It acts In one subsystem only and is

represented "by a screened Coulomb potential expressed by equation (12).

The formalism presented in section II is very suitable for computation

and so manageable on the computer. The method of Kop&l is used in performing

the numerical calculations. The integrals are solved and are replaced by mean

paints.

Using the present theoretical expressions, numerical calculations are

carried out for deuteron induced nuclear reactions. Tha differential cross-

sections for deuteron stripping as veil as for deuteron scattering reactions

are calculated. Theoretical calculations of the angular distributions for the

deuteron »t*ij#i»a. r«a*Uoaa 28Si(d, p)£9Si and U°Ca(d, p) 1C» are performed

at deuteron incident energies at lS.O H»V an* 7.0 MeV and are introduced in

figures (l) and (2), respectively. Tb«»e preowrt tbweretieml calculation using

three-body model which include the Coulomb force are shown by solid corns.

Numerical calculations using tha sans three-body model but with th« CoalQitfc

force excluded, have been carried out for tlw same reactions and are shows "bar

the dashed-dotted curves. These curves for "both calculations of the three-tody

model, with and -without the Coulomb force, are compared with the experimental

data represented in figures (l) and (2) "by the points and are taken from

references IT) and 18}, respectively. DWBA. calculations following 3 perturbation

approach are also done for these reactions for the purpose of comparison and

are represented by the dashed curves in the same figures. From the comparison

of the present theoretical calculations with the experimental data, the speetro-

scoplc factors in each case are extracted for the different reaction* considered.

All the values of the extracted spectroscopic factors in the o u t considered are

shown in Table I. For the purpose of comparison also, the previously obtained

spectroscopic factors are shown in Table I.

-11-
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Deuteron elast ic scattering on the target nuclei 3t and Ca i s

considered. The numerical calculations of the angular dlati-ftatioas ° ' the

deuteron elastic scattering are carried out using the present three-body model

and ar« represented on figures(3) and (1*). These calculations are represented

by 3olid curves for the cases including the Coulonb force and by daahed-dotted

curves for frh« cases without Coulomb force.

From the values of the spectroscopic factors l i s ted in Table I , we see

that th* a#f*ct of including the Coulomb force in the three-body model of

deuteron stripping reactions is that i t improvef the results by & percentage

between 6.2kl% and 7. ' t il?.

IV. DIBCUESIQH AMD CQHCLUSIONS

In the present vork, the three-body integral equations and the T

matrix of a three tody system composed of a neutral ( a r t i c l e and two charged

par t i c lw ar« given. In these equations, the Coulomb force in only one sub-

Byatea of tb« tvo charged particles is included. The present three-body

eipiations including the Coulomb forces are applied to the deuteron. stripping

and deuteron elastic scattering nuclear reactions. The present theoretical and

numerical calculations of the differential cross-sections are shown in figures

(l)-(U). These theoretical calculations are compared with the experimental

maasurements in figures ( l ) and (2). From figures ( l ) and (2), we see that the

present three-body model including the Coulomb force* introduce good agreements

with th« asgwimental angular distributions. From the comparison of a l l the

theoretical calculations introduced here and the experimental data, spectroscopic

factors are extracted and are l is ted in Table I . Brtter and reasonable values

of tha spectroscopic factors are obtained for the eaae of three-body model

including the Coulomb force. The inclusion of the Coulomb force in only one

subsystem improves the results by a percentage of about 6.82<jjf.
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Thus we can conclude that the present three-body model, in spite of its

simplicity, it accounts for all the characteristic features of direct nuclear

reactions. Also, we see that the Coulomb forces are very Important and so it

must be included in the three-body calculations.
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